Manufacture of display innovation

15 YEARS EXPERIENCE
We have been producing projection films, and manufacturing a wide range of products for over a decade.

ONE-STOP SHOPPING
We offer more than our own manufactured product-lines. We offer the help needed to make your project a success.

24-7 SUPPORT
Our technical and sale support are always standby to offer assistance. We also have a 48 hrs lead-time.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS
Projection films up to 2m. width
Projection films for short throw projectors of all brands.
New materials for all kinds of Holographic projection specially large size projection. Save money with re-usable projection films.

INNOVATION
Glimm screens is the only manufacture who is capable of creating projection films capable of supporting ultra short throw projectors. This technique makes it is possible to create a projection under an angle of more than 60 degrees on our films.

PARTNERSHIPS
Glimm screens is one of the top three projection film manufacturers in the world. With over 20 years experience in visual technology combined with our one stop shopping solution we offer a wide range of visual products.
About Glimm

Glimm screens started in 2000 with selling the first projection film from 3M. During this period we discovered that technology what was necessary to produce their own projection films. We found a film supplier who was developing films for different applications for 3M and other manufactures like Texas instruments, Samsung. Our own production line started in 2001. Our films are registered, patented and licensed for the global market.

The films are evaluated every year on quality and comparison and needs in the global projection market, this way we can guaranty top quality products, and as the only manufacturer of projection films in the global market offer them for concurring prices.
Transparent LCD system is the newest and most attractive way to display your products.

Product display with 3D images popping out to your customers.

An elegant holographic box to display objects floating in the air.

Provide guests with information, directions and general information without the need of a real employee.

Show three-dimensional images instantly, without requiring specific eyewear.

Mix reality by combining products with free floating holographic video elements.
Glimm’s 3D LCD DISPLAY™ show three-dimensional images instantly, without requiring specific eyewear. The sensation of depth is natural and immediate: it amazes, captivates the audience and retains their attention.

Out-of-Home communication can now use the striking impact of 3D, whether for digital signage, advertising, marketing or special events. 3D also enhances the understanding of complex data and professional imaging can now benefit from the same technology.

Unlike 3D films made for the cinema or stereoscopic televisions operating with glasses, Glimm 3D screens require proprietary content combining not just 2, but 8 discrete images. Viewers may stand freely in front of the display and move sideways to enjoy the 3D scene from slightly different angles.

No 3D glasses required!
VIRTUAL MANNEQUIN™

Interactive virtual mannequin

Virtual mannequins are an ideal, interactive display to inform customers, visitors and guests. Whether promoting special offers, in-store promotions or being used as entertainment at special events, the multilingual virtual mannequin is the ideal medium to deliver your message.

Key Benefits

- Ensure a consistent message is delivered to your audience.
- Improve customer service
- Re-deploy headcount
- Grab the attention of passers-by
- Enhance the consumer/shopping experience
- Create a point of differentiation vs. your competitors

Our rear projection film creates the virtual mannequin

The virtual mannequin is a real eye-catcher and can be made interactive by connecting to a touch screen panel and that way, provide information upon request. Whether you wish the virtual mannequin to provide guests with a welcome, help give directions or provide more general information. The virtual mannequin can do it all, whilst entertaining the people.
Holographic Display

The Glimm HoloBox™ is the first holographic box to display objects floating in the air. When looking at the HoloBox™ you can look straight through the box and you will see nothing else but the 3D content floating in the air.

Interactive 2D/3D objects

This unique effect of objects hanging in the air makes the content and its message well remembered by the audience. This way of promoting information through 3D holographic presentation is a great replacement for common, old-fashioned advertising techniques to create an unique brand awareness.
See-true LCD

Based on state of the art LCD technology we have launched a transparent LCD Display. This unique display gives you an opportunity for combining physical objects with full color video content. The see-through display opens a world of opportunities for creating powerful effects to make your product come alive.

Product availabilities - 22" & 46"

The transparent display is excellent for retail shops, museums, shopping windows and other Point-of-sale placements. Glimm has 22” and 46” transparent display solutions.

Interactive transparent LCD

Glimm has multiple technologies available to make the transparent LCD interactive. We have the Glimm Touch Foil™ overlay and a IR multi-touch frame capable to reach up to 40 multiple touch points, and directly able to connect to your computer using USB. It is even possible to combine "gesture-tech" (the registration of movement) with the transparent LCD display, creating very diverse and almost unlimited advertising possibilities. Feel free to contact us to ask for the possibility's.
GLIMM POD™ 3D HOLOGRAM

The Glimm Pod™ is a revolutionary 3D technology. The system can project a high resolution holographic like 3D image into space. Simple video or complex animated CGI can be used to stunning effect. Screen size (diagonal) up to 101cm, with image size up to 46cm.

The Glimm Pod™ 3D Hologram consists of a small scale, versatile, 3D visual communication pod suitable for POS, window and foyer display, in store events, kiosks, shelf headers, PR and sponsorship events.

Glimm Pod™ integrated in system (interactive)
The 3D Holograms housing can be customized to match almost any requirements, it can be remotely updated using an internet connection. The 3D image sequences are easy to produce (video files) and it can be made interactive with Air touch technology.

The 3D Hologram is easy to install and maintain, creates fantastic standout, will engage the consumer, can enhance the brand experience and provides the viewer with an unique experience.
GLIMM DREAMOC™

3D HOLOGRAPHIC CONTENT

The 3D Holographic Pyramid display can combine holographic 3D content with physical products. This elegant display shows holographic video content on different sides at the same time. Holographic pyramids are a powerful way to showcase your product.

It is a mixed-reality display designed to present products in combination with free floating holographic video elements.

Glimm Dreamoc™ Hologram Display (Holographic pyramid)

The 3D holographic pyramid is a powerful way to showcase your product. It is a mixed-reality display designed to present products or artifacts in combination with free floating holographic video elements.

There are multiple setups available so feel free to contact us for more information.